Hanter IT Retail Solutions
Pneumatic Tube Systems

CASHTRONIC®MVX One-way

Cashtronic®MVX One-way is transporting cash
and other valuables from the check-out line to
the cash office.
Thanks to high reliability and advanced control
functions, Cashtronic®MVX One-way is a very
fast and safe way to transport cash to a
protected place in a store.
Cashtronic®MVX is the most modern pneumatic
tube system on the market. It is developed in
close cooperation with our customers to be the
most effective, user-friendly and ergonomic
pneumatic tube system in the retail sector.
Our development team is constantly working on
improvements and new functions in order to
improve our customer’s cash management.

In the Cash Office

1. Main Control Unit, MCU
The MCU allows to program and to use the system without
additional devices. When the system is sending/receiving,
the MCU follows all processes in real time and provides all
information on it’s display in clear text. For example, in
case of an interrupted send the user is informed about
what has happened and where it has happened. Also, a
possible cause to the interruption is given.
Among other important functions the MCU provides
following:
- Semi-automatic booking of sends for most efficient
carrier flow
- Intelligent Purge-functions in case of a power cut, etc.
- Free send/receive pattern between all stations in the
system
- System memory for sends and their status
- Service mode to remote functionality control of all
system units
- Possibility to connect a log-printer or PC-based monitor
software

2. Receiving Station
Choice of a station depends on requested functions, carrier
size and on a store’s size. The most used options are latch
station with basket, steel cabinet or security cabinet.
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On the Check-out Line

Sending Stations

3. Send Stations.
CASHTRONIC®MVX has broad program of sending
stations for retail stores of different scale. Stations
are equipped with LED signals to show system’s
status. User can book a send manually or let the
system book and start a send automatically.
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4. Motor Valves
CASHTRONIC®MVX pneumatic system can control
different air flow control units, such as motor valves
and diverters. Because of that, it is easy to configure
a flexible system for different purposes and at
different cost.
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Special Solutions for Check-out Line

Sending Stations

Cashtronic®MVX One-way system can be
delivered as a key-ready check-out
solution with columns for power supply
and communication cables to the checkout equipment such as PC, phone,
scanner, etc.
The columns are very robust and can bare
additional equipment such as check-out
numbers, advertising boards and etc.

5. Carriers
Depending on cash flow and load weights Hanter
recommends ergonomic Swivel Lid carriers or Heavy
Duty Screw Cap carriers both for 90mm and 110mm
systems.
For long lasting use Hanter carriers are equipped with
felt rings.
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6. Tube Line
Hanter PTS tubes and bends are of highest quality for
use in Pneumatic Tube Systems only. Using specified
PTS tubes is important to provide long and reliable
system operation.
Available colors are light gray, white and transparent.

7. Blower
Carriers in a systems are driven by air. Blowers can
be 1-phase or 3-phase. To avoid noise, blower is best
to be placed in a separate room close to cash office.
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